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(Received November 15, 1986)

   This paper presents a new method of yield estimation, which is a very useful
criterion for a design of electrical circuits, particularry of semiconductor integrated

circuits. It is assumed that the output responses of the circuit are statistically Varying

with a probabllity density function.

   The region determined by the upper and lower limits of specifications is divided

into equal cells. The yield of the circuit is given by the sum total of integration value of

the probability density function upon each cell.

   Finally the efficiency of the presented algorithm wi11 be demonstrated on a

switched capacitor filter.

                            1. Introduction

   For a design of semiconductor integrated circuits, the statistical variations of the

circuit parameter values must be considered. The manufacturing yield - which is the

proportion of manufactured circuits fulfilling the desired performance specifications -

is a very usefu1 design criterion.

   During the last years, several proposals for manufacturing yield have been pub-

lishedi). Monte Carlo methods may be used to simulate parameter variation in order to

estimate the yield2), but can be rather expensive in terms of computing time for a large

number of circuit parameters.
   There are also other approaches applicable for practical examples3'4). In 3), the

method of yield estimation by using the Fourier transform of the probability distribu-

tion function of circuit responses is derived. In 4), the tolerance region of possible

outcomes is discretized into a set of orthotopic cells, then the yield is defined by the

ratio of the number of outcomes which satisfy the specifications to the tota! number

of outcomes. These methods are difficult to deal with a large number of circuit para-

meters. Furthermore, the accuracy is not satisfactory.

    This paper proposes a new approach to yield estimation. It is assumed that the IV

circuit parameters can be varied according to the joint probability density function

(p(V') of normal distribution. Suppose that we obtain the Taylor expansion for the

circuit responses about the points of the mean values of circuit parameters. Neglecting

the second and higher order terms of Taylor expansion, the circuit responses are con-

sidered to be M normal random variables. By linear mapping we transform the normal
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random variables into the standardised normal random variables.

   After dividing the space determined by the upper and lower specification limits into

a set of equal cells, we obtain the yield by the sum of integration of pcif over each cell.

The factor determines the computing time of this method is the division numbers of

specification's space. This is the function of the number of circuit responses M and the

width between the lower and upper lmits of specifications. Since the computing time

increases according to the increasing ofM, as one of the counter-measures, we propose a

method improving the ethciency of the yield estimation by reducing the integration

  .regton.

   There is no effect of the numbers of circuit parameters.

   This method is usefu1 for yield estmation of amplifiers or the like when the fre-

quency domain specifications are given at frequencies of the order of 5.

                 2. [tefinitionofManufacturingYield

   Consider a circuit in which there are N variable components P =

A set of circuit responses u is expressed as

      u=uip,q)

[Pi, P2, "', PN]･

(1)

where q= [qi, q2, ･･･, qM] is

quency etc..

   bet

      ui = u (p, q) 1 q=qi

then

      u= [ul,u2, ･-, uMjT

a vector of physical quantities as temperature or fre-

(2)

(3)

   The circuit responses u are statistically varying with a pof offL, (u).

facturing yield Y of a circuit can be formulated by

Thus the manu-

      Y= k.n (u)du (4)
where st. is the region of acceptable performance specifications. The region st.

descriebd as

can be

      nu ={alulL <ul <ulM, -･, uML <uM<uMH} (5)

where uaEi and uth (i = 1, 2, ･･･, M) are the upper and lower specification lmits on the

ith of the circuit responses of interest.

   ln this paper, we assume that q indicates the angular frequency co and we cdl the

point w = a)i the "frequency point".

                    3.

We now assume multinormal

 Yield Estimation

distributions for the palf.t},(p) ofp. With regard to
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practical requirements as well as to an especially clear rnustration of the new approach

this assumption is very usefu1. Under this assumption we obtain

       f},(p)= I!itllllljill2 exp[--S- (p-pt.)TcFi(p-it,)] (6)

whereptp is the mean value vector ofp and Cb is the covariance matrix.

    'IThe circuit response u is considered to be a function of only p when qi is fixed.

Using a Taylor series expansion we get

       u(p)=u(pt,)+E, (p -ptp) (7)
thereby, the second and higher order terms are neglected. The sensitivity matrix Ilp is

' shown as

             aul aul
              api ' ' ' opN

       ilp- ' '              babth auM
              opi ' ' ' apN

    By the linear transformation of Eq. (7), u obeys a M;dimensional normal distribu-

tion, too.

    The mean value vector and the covariance matrix of u can be expressed aspt. and

Cl, respectively. Then the p(ij'f}, (u) ofu is as foliows.

       .fl, (u)= fi 2t l) lli/ii2 exp (-S Au Tcz 'Au) (g)

where

       Au =u -u (pt,) (10)
    TheMX Mmatrix C. is obtained from the next equation5).

       Cu =Fp Clp jFlp' (11)
From the following relation

we obtain the upper triangular matrix D. Define a new variable z by

       z= (D')-i {u-u(pt,)} (13)
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vector z has the fbllowing p(if G(z) of the standardised normal

Ge)-
1

(2T)M/2
exp(--

ll- 1z12)
(14)

   Simultaneously, the region st. is converted to st.

Hence, Eq. (4) can be written in the form

using the mapping of Eq. (12).

Y= k.G (Z) de (15)

   The region of acceptable performance specifications st. is aM:dmensional rectan-

gular prism, thus an arbitrary inner point of stu is expressed as follows

UIL
 :
 .
UML

+al

(o (

UIH - UIL

o
+ ... +･ a?lf

ai ,･･･, aijti (1)

    o

Uua - UML

The inner point of st. corresponding to that of stu is expressed as

eo+alei+･･･+aulfeM

where

eo = (D T)-i
([::Ll]-u(pp)1

(16)

ei = (DT)-i
([u.g-u.]l

(17)

   The region st. is a MLdimensional parallel polyhedron whose edges are ei, 62,

･･･ , eM. Figure 1 (a) shows the relation between st. and u(ptp) for the case ofM = 2.

Figure 1 (b) shows the region of st. forM = 2.

   By dividing ei (i = 1, 2, ･･･, M) into mi equal length portions, the region st. is

partitioned into mi × m2 X ･･･ × mM cells, such as n. (1, 1, ･･･, 1), n. (1, 1, ･･･, 2),

"', stz (Ml,M2, "', MM).

   The yield Y can now be expressed as

   Ml
y= z,
  dl =1

  MM
･･･ Z
  dllf=1

k.(d, ,eq ,...,,ij.) G (z) dz (18)

If mi is sufficiently large, the value of .tL (z) over each cell is considered to be constant.

Therefore, the integration of Eq. (18) can be obtained by applying Newton-Cotes rule.
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 (a) Theregion of st. and u("p) for the case ofM= 2.
 (b) The region of st. and Ei (i = O, 1, 2) for the case ofM= 2.

The volume Vo f st. is given by

V= 1

I

ei e2 ... fu

gll '''

 .EMI ･･･

glM

 :
 .gMM

'

I (19)

where

stz (di,

1･[

d2, ･",

denotes the absolute of determinant.

clM) is given as

From Eq. (19), the volume AVof

AV=
1

M" mi
i=1

El1

 :
tiilfi

･･･ EIM
    :

''' gMM
(20)

The mean value of f} (z) over stz (di , d2 ,
"'

) dnf) is obtained by Newton-Cotes rule

as

.fli (Z)A V .1
  2M

{,d,S.i

,

... d3s+i

  kM=(ijl4

G (6o + kl
   el +･･･+
Ml

by

MM
eM)}

(21)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (21), we obtain

fl: (Z)AV .1
  2M

fdSi
Lk, =d,

   dM+1
-･ Z
   kM=`ijl(

  1

(2z) MT2

exp { -S MZ
i=1

($ijo

  kl
+
  Ml

gil +...+
mkMM eM)2})
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           = 23ilfZ.M72[El-Il:, ''' ,jl'jlLSIIi, exp{- i ,ME, ($lp

               '            +,"E., iii Efi)2}] (22)

               '
  After all, the yield Y defined by Eq. (18) can be expressed as

      y= 2,.£,liiift,.t,.i, ･･･,Mli.t.M, [,fll.{.', ･･･,i}/Sl['III

            exp {-tiME.,(Eio+iMP, iii bl)2}] (23)

From Eq. (23), it is evident that the manufacturing yield Ycan be obtained as the sum

of a finite series.

          4. Discussion for the Number of Divisions mi

At first we consider the foilowing simple integration

   o= J:IH G (z) de (24)

where fL (z) is the pcif of one dimensional standardised normal distribution. Dividing the

interval [zL, zH] into m equal-length portions, Eq. (24) can be calculated by applying

the Newton-Cotes rule. The truncation error R. of Newton-Cotes rule is given by7)

      R.=G((.7+)i(")"!')･･hn'2 J: 2",(x-k)du (2s)

                  n;odd

where7 is an arbitrary point during [zL, zH] and

      h= (zH-zL )/m (26)
Substituting the foilowing equation into Eq. (25)

     Giz)= th e-Z2/2 , (27)

we get the truncation error Ri for n = 1 as

             (72-1)e-72/2

      IRil= 12pt ･h3 (2s)
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   Since1 Ri1 has amaximum value at 7= O, it is suflficient that the error eis de-

fined such as

       e= l& ty-o

        =12G (ZH." ZL)3 (2g)

In order that the error e is less than an arbitrary positive number eo, the division

number m is required to satisfy the following relation

       m)(12pt eo)-i13 (zH-zL) (30)
   For the general case when M > 1, minor modifications of the above derivation are

required. Consider the rectangular prism sti which contains st.. sti has M edges of

ei', e2', ･･･, eM'. Since G (z) > O, the next relation holds.

       k,･G(z)dz>k,G (z)dz (30
Let the left hand side of Eq. (31) be replaced by ¢',

       fp'=J?l2il ･･･ JllililZiil'L iM.Hl vS:.e-zf'I2dzi･･･deM

         = iM.Hi -elLtEiN/lii}l- e"G2/2 dzi

         = ,".fl, ol･ (32)
If the error of Oi' is taken as ei, then the error e of ¢'is

       e= ei+e2 +･･･+ eM (33)
The next relation should be held to keep that e is less than eo

       e .t i"E., i2 ts ( Z2Hr iiZ )3

        -,";, ,,e7s:(ge/t),3

                      N FI
             '

where ki' is the number of divisions ofei'.
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  If

      mi)(12Vifi eo)-i/3M ei (3s)
then

      iSi :t',l ( ,S, (12pteo)i/3M'i

              =(12bj ee)i13 (36)
  ' The next relation is also true

       ei' /iZ.,mi< ei /mi (37)
   From Eqs. (36) and (37), we have taken

      MM      ,£.,(le;'l/,Z., mi)3<i2ut ee (3s)
   Hence, we can make the following statement that mi satisfying Eq. (35) should be

chosen for the number of divisions.

   Figure 2 ruustrates the relation among st,, st.', ei ande;･ forM= 2.

Z
2

Ei

z2H

El'

E
l

Q
z

zIL z!H

z
1

E
o

R'
E
2

z

z2L

              Fig. 2 Relation among st., st.', Ei and Ei (forM= 2)･

           5. Improvement of the Efficieney of Yield Estimation by

              Reduction of Integration Region

   As shown in Chapter 3, the yield Y can be obtained as the sum of the volumes of

mi × m2 × ･･･ × mM cells. Therefore, the amount of calculations increases tenibly
according to the increasing of M. To avoid the difficulty we propose a method to

improve the efficiency of yield estimation by reduction of integration region. The

circuit response ui i's a normal random variable. Hence, the probability that ui satisfies

the next condition should be equal to 1.

,
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ltui ' 4 Oui < Ui < ltui + 40ui (39)

In Eq. (39) pt.i is the mean value ofui and a.i is the standard deviation ofui. Therefore,

the given specifications can be reduced such as

max { ui[,, ptui-4oui} ( ui < min {uiHr, "ui+4oui} (40)

    From the consideration above, S2. is compressed to the interior ofM dimensional
sphere with radius 4, and lei1 < 8 holds.

   Figure 3 (a) shows the relation between the region S2. and the region recognized the

existence of .fL, (u)(inside of the ellipse) forM= 2. Note that the region of specifications

outside of the ellipse can be ignored for the yield calculations. Figure 3 (b) shows the

relation between the region st, and the existence region of.tL (z) forM = 2. The value of

.tL (z) is considered to be zero outside of the circle with its center at the origin and with

a radius of 4. Hence, for the yield calculation of Eq. (35), it is sufficient to consider

only the shadowed portions. Furthermore, if we begin calculating from the neighbour-

hood of the origin and stop calculating at the point crossing the circle, the efficiency of

the yield estimation is improved. In this paper we use the method of calculating the

yield in numerical order shown in Fig. 3 (b). The judgement that the cell position of

interest is in or out of the circle is done such that the distance between the cell and the

origin is smaller than 4 or not.

   Since the term of Eq. (23)

--
ll-,tL, (g,o+,M;, ts, ij)2

represents a square of the distance between the cell position and the origin, we may

form the judgement mentioned above after this calculation.
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Fig. 3 (a) Rela tion between the region recognized the existence of fl, (u ) and

         stu (forM= 2).
      (b) Relation between the region recognized the existence offL(z) and

         stz (for M= 2).
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                        6. Example

   This yield estimation method was applied to the switched capacitor (SC) second

order low pass Mter shown in Fig. 4. The transfer function T(z) in z domain can be

described with Eq. (41).

T(z) = vbl-

Cl C3

C4 Cs

z2 -(
2-.!2L,

   q
)z + Cl C3 C2

C4Cs - or +1

(41)

With z t t1 + 7},s (71r

T(s);

: clock period) we obtain the frequency domain transfer function

T(s) =

Cl C3

ac,
7;ti2 s2  q+- q 4s+

Cl C3

qCs

(42)

From Eq. (42), the cutoff angular frequency w. and e are given by

w. -/gt,iZil, /7z , e-!i.llS,
(43)

   Figure 5 shows the frequency characteristics of this ruter. As shown in Fig. 5 we

set the upper and lower limits of specfications at the two frequency points.

   We assume that the operational amplifiers and switches are ideal.

   Although the circuit of Fig. 4 has five circuit parameters Ci 'v Cs , in Eq. (41) only

                     Cl

;C2
C
4

C
5

Fig. 4

C
3

SC second order low pass filter.
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                     Fig. 5 Frequency Characteristics.

two combinations such as C2!( 4, CiC31C4Cs are appeared. Therefbre, we can apply

the parameter transformation method proposed in 8).

   Consider a ratio CV, to CV. .We now assume anormal distribution IV (pt., pt., om2 ,

o.2 , p..) for the joint pcif of CV. and Ch, where pt. and pt. are the mean values, o.

and o. are the standard deviations and p.. is the coefficient of correlation.

   Under the conditions that o. = Spt., o. = Spt. (S < 1) and p.. cx 1, the ratio

CVilCV. is statistically varying with a p(VC of the logaritkmic normal distribution. Hence,

1n (ChlC;. ) becomes to obey the normal distribution. (see Appendix)

   In this paper, for a set of parameters pi = ln(CilCk) and p2 " ln(CiC31CZCs)

are chosen.

   Table 1 shows the results of the division numbers, the yield and CPU time of the

computer for the three specifications O 'y @ when the parameter values are as follows;

7b = 1O-S [sec] ,S= O.1, p.."O.8, C21q = O.12, Ci C3 1CZ Cs = O.O08 and eo = O.OOOI.

   The algorithms for yielq estimation have been implemented in Fortran on a ACOS

850 computer. In Table 1, "Reduction" is the case that the effective method mentioned

Table 1 Calculation results

Frequency.

pomts
[radlsec]

w,=5,OOO w,=15,OOO
Divisionnumbers

Yield(9o)

CPUtime(sec)

U("p) u,=O.983 u,=O.346 Non-reduction Reduction

@
c
a

ulL=O.950

ulH=1.100

u2L=O.330

u2H=O.360

160×133
43.8

3.14

160×133
43.8

2.57

g
.
9
t
i
e
.
@
o
&
c
o

ulL=O.700
ulH=1.500

u2L=O.220
u2H=O.420

855×728
99.9

92.0

855×728
99.9

13.3

@ ulL=O.980
ulH=O.990

u2L=O.340
u2H=O.350

10×16
2.9

O.07

10×16
2.9

O.07
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in Chapter 5 is applied. In comparison with the case of "Nonreduction" the CPU time is

reduced but the accuracy of yield estimation is kept unchanged. Particularly the effect

is remarkable for the case that the specifications are fairly broad as @.

                          7. Conclusions

   In this paper we proposed a new method ofyield estimation which is avery usefu1

criterion for a design of integrated circuits.

   The calculation time of this method is mainly detemiined by the number of specifi-

cations and it can be considered that there is no effect of the number of circuit para-

meters. Hence, this method is usefu1 fbr the yield estimation of a large scale integrated

circuits, such as amplifiers, for which the frequency point numbers are not so much in

general.

1
)2
)3
)4)

5)

6)

7
)8
)
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                             Appendix

   We now assume the normal distribution IV(six. , ptx. , ax.2 , axn2 , pmn) for the cir-

cuit parameters x. and xn. For semiconductor integrated circuits it seems to be quite

all right to consider that the standard deviation o. is proportional to the mean value u.

and the correlation between circuit parameters is strong. These can be expressed as

follows.

ox =Spt. (S< 1)

Pmn t: 1

(A･1)

(A･2)

The joint p(if is given as

f}c(Xm,Xn)=k'exp [ - 1

{
(

Xm -Ux
2(1 -Pmn2) Oxm

m )2

- 2Pmn (XMaimptXM )( XnaiinptXn)

+
(

Xn - ptx

Oxn

n)2}] (A･3)
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where

k= 1/(2Taxm Oxn ffmn ) (A･4)

   To obtain the pof fbr x(= x.lx.), we express fi, Oc., x.) in the polar coordinates.

Using Eq. (A ･ 1) and the fbllowing equations

      xm =r cos e, xn =r sin e

we obtain from Eq. (A･3)

      .f<r, e) = k exp (--ar2 + br - e)

where

      a= 2(i.pi..2)s2 ( Ci.S.22e -2p..･

      b= (i+pi.)s2 (CptO.S.e + ii.n.e )

             i
      e=          (1+Pmn)S2

cose

ptxm

sine sin
    +
ptXn ptx

2e

2

n

)

(A･5)

(A･6)

.
(A･7)

(A･8)

(A･9)

   Considering f(r, e) as a function of only e, we replace f(r, e) by g (e). The pro-

bability g (e) de of e being in the interval [e, e + de] is equal to the volume of cubic as

shadowed in Fig. A･ 1 (a). The section ctS produced by cutting this cubic with a plane of

r = constant becomes a trapezoid. From Fig. A･ 1 (b), when de ･ O, dS is given as

ds =ftr, e) rde (A･1O)

Then

g (e) de = J:e dsar

= S:o f (r, e) rdrde (A･11)

y

de

x
n

g(e)de

y

o

          ･i¥

f(r,e) + -g-lf5- de

             dS

          rdO   de

f(r
'

r

e)

e

     (a)

Fig. A-1 (a)

      (b)

        Xm e
                           (b)
Probability g(e)de that e is included in the interval

[e,e+del.
Differential area trsL

x
m



           v rr 1-2p..(xlv)+(x/v)2
where

      b2- 1-p.. 1+2(xlv)+Cxlv)2･
     Zi--2(1+Pmn)S2 1-2pmn(pulv)+(xlv)2 (A'19)

   From Eqs. (A･17) and (A･19) we can make the following statement. Let h (x)be

hv, (x) for v = vo. We can obtain the next relation

            1     hv, q)=-i 6- hi (xlve) (A･2o)
                                         '                 '                                             '
where h (x) for vo =1 is denoted by hi (x). Equation (A･20) means that h.(x) is in the

same fbrm as hi (x) when the magnitude increases by a fa6tor '1/v and x increases by a

factor v-

  Let the mean value and the standard deviatidn of h.Oc) be pth. and ah., respec-

tively, then
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From Eqs. (A･6) and (A･1i)

     g(e)- Jl Of(r, e) mb

        =k･ exp [-2i2- - e] J:e e-a(r-b/2a)2rdr , . (A･i2)

                                       '         '                               tt  By applying the condition VE77ii-<!< 1 (correspond to S < 1) in the calculation

process of Eq. (A ･ 12), the pcifg(e) becomes

     g(e). Vi7ake-ev![ll eb2/4a , (A･i3)

  On the other hand, the probability ofx being in the interval [x,x + du] is

     h(x) (bc =g (e) de (A･14)
  With the relation ofx = tan e we obtain

     deldx=1/1+x2 (A･15)
Thus

            1     h(X)"1..2 ･g(e) (A･16)
  Substituting Eq. (A･ 12) into Eq. (A･ 16) h (x) is obtained as

          e-e i-pmn /llil-eb2i4a

     h ix)                                               (A･17)
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      pthv = Vpth,

      ohv2 = v2 ohi2

   The pcif X (x) of logarithmic normal distribution is as

      )NL (X)= vS oix exp (- 2ioi, (lnx-iti)21

where "i is the mean value oflnx and ai is the standard deviation.

   Using the next relation

      pti = lnp

         " lnptxn - ln Vx.

we get

      )t ()X) = Viiil- :iv (xlv) eXP ( - 2i.i2 (ln xl v)2 1

   In the same manner as Eq. (A･20), we denote X(x) forv= vo as X.

for vo = 1 as Xi (x). Thus the next relation holds.

            1'      Xv, = -IJu Xi (xlvo)

   When S < 1, h. (x) has a maximum value at the point ofx = 2.

   Using a Taylor series expansion about the point x = v, we get

              eQ 1      hv ju) =k.Zo k! vk+i hi (k) (x) ..i (x - v)k

                                    '
              oe 1      Xv(X)=.k;o k!vk.1 Xi(k)(x) ..1 (x-v)k

Let

       oi = 2(1 - pmn) ･S

hence, the first two terms (fbr n=O, 1)o

(A･28).

       ux = v exp (oi2 /2)

         t)tv {1+(1 -pmn)S2}

       ox ="x (exp oi2 -1)i/2

         'tptx 2(1-Pmn)'S

(A･21)

(A･22)

(A･23)

(A･24)
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   (A･25)

 (x), especially
o

   (A･26)

                                                     (A･27)

                                                     (A･28)

                                                     (A･29)

                            fEq. (A･27) agree precisely with those of Eq.

The mean value pt. and the standard deviation o. are given as follows

                                                      (A･3O)

                                                      (A･31)
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   Let the probability distribution functions ofh. (x) and X. (x) be H. (x) and A. (x),

respectively. Th error E(x) appeared when H. (x) is approximated with A. (x) is ex-

pressed as

      E(x)= H.(x)-A.(jc) (A･32)
   Limiting the domain ofx such as pt. - 3o. (x < pt. + 3a.,E(lx) can be formu-

lated by

      E (x) = J]illit,3 gl h. (s) - x. (s) dg

          t,tJ :ft,3g;x} ihi(2)(i)-Xi2(2,),(i)l (g-i)2 dg

          . Ihi(2) (1) - Xi (2) (1) { (isJt. + 3o. - 1)3 - (pt. - 3a.- 1)3}

                               6v3

            1sv5
          ( V7 (1 -Pmn) S2

   From Eq. (A･33), it is obvious that E (x) can be ignored for the case that p..

t,t 1, S < 1 . Therefore, under these conditions, the pcU' ofx is considered to be approxi-

mated with the pcU"X(x) of logarithmic normal distribution, X (x) is given by

                    '      X(x)= viziii a,x exp(ny (ln2X.l2V)21 (A･34)

                                      t tt
   Accordingly, it is apparent that

      ln (x.lx.)= ln x. -lnx. (A･35)

is varying with a pcif of normal distribution. Now we define the parameter p.. as

      pmn =ln xn -ln x. (A･36)
   We introduce the parameters p = [pi , p2, ･･･, pi, ･･･, piv] T by writing p.. to replace

Pi, then

Pl

PN
=A

lnxi

lnxK

(A･37)

where xi , x2 , ･･･, xK are the circuit parameters. In general IV is less than K: Every row of

the IV × K matrix A has exactly two nonzero elements, a 1 and a -1, with the rest being

   Since p has the p(lf of normal distribution, [lnxi , lnx2, ･･･, lnxk ]Talso has the pof
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of normal distribution. Between the covariance matrix Cb ofp and the covariance
matrix ( V of [lnxi , lnx2, ･･･, lnxK] T the next relation holds.

      C}, =ACI,`IT (A･38)
   Using C3,ti which is an element of covariance matrix of the circuit parameters, the

element C?ij of Ci is given as

      Clig=in(,.`,3C. Z. +i) (A･3g)

   Substituting the next relations

      s. oxi --. any ,pij-... C3cij (A.4o)
        ,iixi ijteqi Oxi Ony ･
into Eq. (A･39), we obtain

      Ciij -"" ln (pijS2 + 1) (A･41)
   Especially Cbij i's the variance ofp.. when i = i, thus

      Cbij -'-2(1-p..) S2 (A･42)
   From the above

      c?,,=(5A( ICLApTi".,) s,(' ¥J(), .1) (A 43)

   The mean value vector pp ofp is given as

              ln ptx

              ln'ptxk

   A summary of the results is shown below. When the transfer function ofthe circuit

is considered to be a function of the ratio ,of circuit parameters, we may choose the

logarithm of the ratio of circuit parameters. In this way the number of parameters are

reduced for yield estimation or optimal design.

   The p has the pcif.t},(P) oflV dimensional normal distribution such as

      fb (p)= Jid!IIIITI,kt.i)1i/2 exp (-5(p-ieh,)Tc;si (p-ieEp)1 (A･4s)


